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Structured Literacy, Dyslexia, 
and How to Help All Students Become 

Successful Readers and Spellers

Mark Weaklandwords
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Orthographic

The Reading Circuit
and

Dyslexia
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Gratitude to… 
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Sally Shaywitz 

Maryann Wolf

Mark Seidenberg

Marilyn Jagar Adams

Bruce McCandliss
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The eternal triangle
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Semantic

Orthographic

Orthographic

Phonological
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Meaning

Spelling

Orthographic

Sound
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Ortho  graphy
Or  tho  graph  y

Or th o g r a ph y
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Recording and storing 
correct letters sequences 

(words) in our brain.
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Orthographic

Orthography is 
synonymous with 

orthographic mapping.
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We read by first recognizing 
the correct letter sequence 

of each word. 
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11
Orthographic

How many different 
reading pathways exist in 

a reader’s brain?
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Semantic

Orthographic

Orthographic

Phonological

Two reading 

pathways 
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Semantic

Orthographic

Orthographic

Phonological

Whole word

Lexical
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Semantic

Orthographic

Orthographic

Phonological

Sounding out

Sub-lexical
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Semantic

Orthographic

Orthographic

Phonological

In many children 

with dyslexia…
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Orthographic

Orthographic

Phonological

Children with dyslexia may have…

... difficulty in storing letters and words.

x
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Orthographic

Orthographic

Children with dyslexia often have…

… slower word retrieval or “word finding.”
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Orthographic

Orthographic

Children with dyslexia often have…

… word spelling errors.
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Orthographic

Orthographic

Children with dyslexia often have…

… word retrieval errors.
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I saw the rose.

21

I saw the rose.
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“I…was…their... road.”

I saw the rose.
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Orthographic

What Do We Do?
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Download as a free PDF  
http://www.maspweb.com/resources/Documents/PAST%202016.pdf
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Rapid&Automatized&Naming&(RAN)&
&
&

Practice&&
&
&

Arkansas Rapid Naming Screener (K-2)
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3 Acadience RAN
Objects / Form 3

 

Total Time (in seconds): ________ Errors: ________

Discontinued

Acadience RAN
Directions / Numbers

Make sure you have reviewed the directions in the Acadience® RAN Assessment Manual and have them available. 

Practice Page: Put the Practice Page in front of the student and say, Here are some numbers. I will 
point to a number and you tell me what it is. [Point to the !rst number], then say, What number is 
this? If the student is correct, say, Good. What are the other numbers? 

If the student responds correctly to the remaining practice items, no feedback is provided. 
For all practice items:

Incorrect response

Student does not 
respond within 3 

seconds or responds 
incorrectly 

This number [point] is [insert 
name], then say, What is 
this? [Point to the same 
number you just named so 
the student has another 
opportunity to name it.]

Correct 
response

Good. If practice items 
remain say, Keep going.

Incorrect 
response

This number [point] is [insert 
name]. If practice items 
remain say, Keep going.

If the student makes an error on any practice item, provide a second practice trial using the same 
Practice Page and directions. If the student makes any errors on the second practice trial, discontinue 
the RAN Numbers task, mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record time or 
errors. 

Test Page: Put the Test Page in front of the student and say, Here are more numbers. When I 
say begin, start here [point], go this way [sweep your !nger left to right under the !rst two rows of 
numbers], and name each number as quickly as you can. Don’t skip any numbers. Ready, begin. 
Start the stopwatch.

Timing
Continue timing until the student names all numbers or meets the discontinue rule. If 
the student completed the measure, record the total time in seconds. If the student 
discontinued, do not record total time.

Wait
If the student does not respond within 3 seconds on a number, mark a slash (/) 
through the number, tell the student the name of the number, point to the next 
number and say, Keep going.

Discontinue

If the student makes any errors in naming the numbers on the second practice trial, 
discontinue, mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record 
time or errors. 
If the student makes four errors in the !rst two rows of the Test Form, discontinue, 
mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record time or errors.

Reminders

If the student skips a line, redirect the student to the correct line [point] and if 
necessary, say, Keep going from here.
If the student skips an individual number, mark it as an error. If the student is 
skipping around the page, point to the appropriate spot and say, Try to name each 
number.
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1 Acadience RAN
Numbers / Form 1
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Total Time (in seconds): ________ Errors: ________

Discontinued

Make sure you have reviewed the directions in the Acadience® RAN Assessment Manual and have them available. 

Practice Page: Put the Practice Page in front of the student and say, Here are some pictures. I will 
point to a picture and you tell me what it is. [Point to the !rst picture], then say, What is this? If the 
student is correct, say, Good. What are the other pictures? 
If the student responds correctly to the remaining practice items, no feedback is provided. 
For all practice items:

Incorrect response

Student does not 
respond within 3 

seconds or responds 
incorrectly 

This picture [point] is [insert 
name], then say, What is 
this? [Point to the same 
picture you just named so 
the student has another 
opportunity to name it.]

Correct 
response

Good. If practice items 
remain say, Keep going.

Incorrect 
response

This picture [point] is [insert 
name]. If practice items 
remain say, Keep going.

If the student makes an error on any practice item, provide a second practice trial using the same 
Practice Page and directions. If the student makes any errors on the second practice trial, discontinue 
the RAN Objects task, mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, do not record time or errors, 
and proceed to RAN Letters.

Test Page: Put the Test Page in front of the student and say, Here are more pictures. When I say 
begin, start here [point], go this way [sweep your !nger left to right under the !rst two rows of 
pictures], and name each picture as quickly as you can. Don’t skip any pictures. Ready, begin. 
Start the stopwatch.

Timing
Continue timing until the student names all pictures or meets the discontinue rule. If 
the student completed the measure, record the total time in seconds. If the student 
discontinued, do not record total time.

Wait
If the student does not respond within 3 seconds on a picture, mark a slash (/) 
through the picture, tell the student the name of the picture, point to the next picture 
and say, Keep going.

Discontinue

If the student makes any errors in naming the pictures on the second practice trial, 
discontinue, mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record 
time or errors. 
If the student makes four errors in the !rst two rows of the Test Form, discontinue, 
mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record time or errors.  
If the discontinue rule is met, proceed to RAN Letters.

Reminders

If the student says an accurate word that describes the picture but that does not 
match the name used for the item (sun, shoe, cat, tree, chair), say, Let’s call it [insert 
name of picture], then point to the next picture (if any remain) and say, Keep going. 
For example, if the student says “kitty” for cat, say, Let’s call it cat, point to the next 
picture and say, Keep going. 
If the student skips a line, redirect the student to the correct line [point] and if 
necessary, say, Keep going from here.
If the student skips an individual object, mark it as an error. If the student is skipping 
around the page, point to the appropriate spot and say, Try to name each picture.

Acadience RAN
Directions / Objects
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Letters / Form 3

 

X CB O A

CB X AO
AC BXO

BA CXO

B A CX O

XBO AC

O BA XC

OAX C B

BC O AX
AB C O X

Total Time (in seconds): ________ Errors: ________

Discontinued

Acadience RAN
Directions / Letters

Make sure you have reviewed the directions in the Acadience® RAN Assessment Manual and have them available. 

Practice Page: Put the Practice Page in front of the student and say, Here are some letters. I will 
point to a letter and you tell me what it is. [Point to the !rst letter], then say, What letter is this? If 
the student is correct, say, Good. What are the other letters? 

If the student responds correctly to the remaining practice items, no feedback is provided. 
For all practice items:

Incorrect response

Student does not 
respond within 3 

seconds or responds 
incorrectly 

This letter [point] is [insert 
name], then say, What is 
this? [Point to the same letter 
you just named so the student 
has another opportunity to 
name it.]

Correct 
response

Good. If practice items 
remain say, Keep going.

Incorrect 
response

This letter [point] is [insert 
name]. If practice items 
remain say, Keep going.

If the student makes an error on any practice item, provide a second practice trial using the same 
Practice Page and directions. If the student makes any errors on the second practice trial, discontinue 
the RAN Letters task, mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, do not record time or errors, 
and proceed to RAN Numbers.

Test Page: Put the Test Page in front of the student and say, Here are more letters. When I say begin, 
start here [point], go this way [sweep your !nger left to right under the !rst two rows of letters], and 
name each letter as quickly as you can. Don’t skip any letters. Ready, begin. Start the stopwatch.

Timing
Continue timing until the student names all letters or meets the discontinue rule. If 
the student completed the measure, record the total time in seconds. If the student 
discontinued, do not record total time.

Wait
If the student does not respond within 3 seconds on a letter, mark a slash (/) through 
the letter, tell the student the name of the letter, point to the next letter and say, Keep 
going.

Discontinue

If the student makes any errors in naming the letters on the second practice trial, 
discontinue, mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record 
time or errors. 
If the student makes four errors in the !rst two rows of the Test Form, discontinue, 
mark the discontinued box on the scoring booklet, and do not record time or errors.  
If the discontinue rule is met, proceed to RAN Numbers.

Reminders

If the student skips a line, redirect the student to the correct line [point] and if 
necessary, say, Keep going from here.
If the student skips an individual letter, mark it as an error. If the student is skipping 
around the page, point to the appropriate spot and say, Try to name each letter.
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31

Dyslexia as a Difference

31

32

Instructional Techniques
The Science of Reading Meets

The Science of Teaching

32

General instructional techniques

1. Repetition & distributed practice

2. Instant error correction

3. Direct & explicit instruction

4. Efficient multi-sensory instruction

33

Hear It, Say It, Write It, Read It

Dot & Check Spelling

1-6

34

. . .  . 
majer    major

35

36

Direct and Explicit
Instruction

36
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phonology

spelling-phonics

vocabulary

grammar
37

37
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Efficient Multi-Sensory

38

39

K-1

40

Sky Writing

                        
41

K-3

41

Phonological Activities

Ultimate goal is to reach phonemic proficiency. 

K-3

42
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Hands Together, Apart,
 

and Away

K-2

43

44

1-5
LiPPS- Syllable Humming

44

Stretch, Tap, Zap

45

45

Sound boxes / Elkonin boxes 

46

Penny push à Sound ID
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Penny Pull

49

Penny Pull

50

Unifix Cubes / Lego Blocks 

51

Orthographic Activities

Words for 
reading and 

writing

K-6

52

53

Connecting Phonology 

and Orthography

53

Sound Wall: Vowels

54

K-4

54
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Spelling Grid

55

K-4

55

Stretch          Zap                Spell

f l i p 

g r oa n 

Stretch             Tap                Spell

Hum           Zap/Tap         Spell

t a b le

56

57

Think 

SPONICS!

57

58

Bridge to 
spelling

58

Word Ladders

59

59

Spelling

Phonics

Morphology

Vocabulary

60
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The Dejected Unicorn

ject

61

rupt

uni

form

4-6

61

dejected
62

eject

inform

inject

uniform

unicorn

62

63 64

65
Orthographic

Hey!!

What About 

Structured Literacy?

66
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(Reading Rockets 2022 / IDA 2018)

1. Phonology

2. Sound-symbol association

3. Syllable instruction

4. Morphology

5. Semantics

1. Systematic

2. Cumulative

3. Explicit

4. Diagnostic

67

Bruce McCandliss

Brain 
Plasticity in 
Learning 
Visual Words 
(1997)

The visual 
word form 
area: 
expertise for 
reading in the 
fusiform 
gyrus  (2005)

68

69

Hemispheric specialization for visual words is shaped 
by attention to sublexical units during initial learning

-McCandliss, et.al. 2015/16
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A TEACHER!

71

Mark Weakland Literacy

Mark Weakland, M. Ed. 
241 Pheasant Road

Hollsopple, PA 15935
Email: mark@markweaklandliteracy.com

mwlit241@gmail.com

Website: www.markweaklandliteracy.com 
Blog: www.markweaklandliteracy.com /blog

Twitter Name: @MarkWeakland

YouTube Channel: Mark Weakland

Clipart.com provides the 
clipart in this handbook.
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www.MarkWeaklandLiteracy.com
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